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Dip. in Engg. (Fifth Semester)

EXAMINATION, Nov.-Dec., 2022

(Scheme: New)

(Branch: Civil)
GEOTECH ENGINEERING

Time ThreeHours] [Maximum Marks: 70

[Minimum Pass Marks: 25

Note: Allquestions are compulsory. In case ofany doubt.
or dispute, English version question should be

treated as final.

1. Write different uses ofsoil as a construction material.4

P.T.O.
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where, e =yoid ratioDraw three phase diagram of soil and write expression
2.

W Water content
for total volume and total weight.

G Specific gravity of soil solids

S- Degree ofsaturation

3

Define permeability and describe the method of
3

determining coefficient of permeability in laboratory
S

by constant head method.
7

W TCT
Or

Explain well graded and uniformly graded soil

with the help of particle size distribution curve. 7

State Columb's law and draw failure envelope for thefollowingsoils
(a) C-Soil

(b) C- soil

5. A laterally unconfined cylindrical specieman of soil

fails under or axial vertical stress of 150 kN/m*. Ifthe

failure plan is inclined at an angle of 55° with the

horizontal, calculate shear parameters C and o for the

(c) -soil

7
()C-TT

soil.

1Attempt any two of the following questions:A.

(a) Different types of water present in soil.

(b) Establish the relationship

wG P.T.O.
e

S
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6. Explain Atterberg's limit of soil with the help of a neat
diagram.

10. Describe the method for determinationofsafe bearding
7

capacity of soil by Plate Load Test.

1

HHHI

I1. Write assumption of Rankine's theory of carth

7
Or

pressure.

A constant head permeability test was performed ina
soil sample of 12 cm diameter of 25 cm height. If 200
water is collected after 1 minute and 20 seconds under

Or

30 cm head, find the permeability of soil in meter/year
unit.

Explain with the help of a neat sketch active and

passive earth pressure and compare them.y T , frwe a 12 H ya 25 dt 8,

7. With the help of a neat sketch explain in detail Box

10Shear test.

and
8. Give a comparison between compaction

consolidation.

What do you mean by soil stabilization ? Write its
9. 7

purpose and uses. 2380
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